Introduction
The Helicopter Private Pilot’s Licence, otherwise known as the PPL (H), is the licence that
allows an individual to fly a helicopter for their own pleasure. The licence is issued by the
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), and is therefore a European Licence valid all over
the continent. The European licence is widely regarded as one of the most well accepted
flying qualifications world-wide, so flying outside of Europe after completing the licence
could mean just a simple licence conversion.
The idea of this handout is to give as much information
on the Private Pilot’s Licence as possible. The PPL
course consists of many different elements, unlike other
flight schools, we aim to guide our students through
each step and not just the practical flight training.
If you’re looking to become a commercial pilot/
professional pilot, the PPL is in fact your first step to achieving the commercial licence.
However, it may be worth looking on our website for our Professional Pilots Course hand out
for more information.
If you still have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact your preferred branch either
via email or telephone.

About Us
Phoenix Helicopters was established back in 2009 with
just one aircraft and one instructor based at Goodwood
Aerodrome. Since then, the company has opened a
second branch at Blackbushe and grown a sizeable
fleet of training and charter aircraft, with a dedicated training team to match. We pride
ourselves on customer service and on our quality of instruction.
Because the company was formed by an Instructor, the training has always been the
companies number one priority. Each student will have a completely flexible training
programme design around their schedule.

Pre Course:

General Requirements

• Age - You must be at least 17 years old to hold a licence, however you can start training at
just 14.
• English Speaking - You must have a reasonable standard of English to complete the course.
All radio communications are spoken in English and all training materials are written in English.

During the Course:
• Theory Exams - You will need to pass 9 written examinations
• Training - Complete a minimum of 45 hours flight training
• Medical - Obtain at least a Class 2 medical before your first solo flight
• RT Licence - Pass a practical radio exam, giving you a radio licence
• Skills Test - Pass a final ‘skills test’ after completing the PPL training course

To keep your licence current:
• Fly an annual proficiency test which is a short test flight with an examiner

What can you do with your PPL (H)?
• Take family and friends flying
• Hire a Helicopter anywhere in Europe
• Fly yourself and friends into some of the best hotels and events
• Complete a type rating on other aircraft types / models
• Train to become a commercial helicopter pilot
• Train to become a flight instructor

Flight Training
The PPL course is laid out by EASA with set minimum training requirements, however the
structure of the course can be flexible to each individual student’s situation and needs. Our
tailored approach to training allows our students to fly
as frequently or infrequently as they like, although we
do recommend that students fly as often as they can
for training continuity.
Typically lessons will consist of 45 minutes ground briefing,
1 hour’s flight training and then a short debriefing after
the lesson. To make sure there is enough time for each
student, we book at least 2 hour slots for each lesson. During the latter stages of the course
flight times will increase as longer ‘navigation’ flights will be introduced.
The idea of the pre-flight briefing is to make sure that your practical lesson is as effective as
possible. The key elements to the flight exercise will be explained in the briefing but some
prior reading can always help. If you wanted to read up on some of the elements of your
upcoming lessons, our website has lots of lesson PDFs
and useful link under the ‘student section.’
The initial lessons will focus predominantly on basic
handling of the aircraft. As students advance through
the syllabus, handling exercises will increase in difficulty
and additional elements of flying will be introduced,
such as radio communications, navigation and
airmanship. At some point during the course the
student will actually conduct solo flights by themselves. These solo flights increase in difficulty,
building up to what we call the solo cross country qualifier. This ‘solo cross country qualifier’
will involve landing at two additional aerodromes solo!
Once all the solo elements are finished the student will then focus on training required to
complete the final ‘PPL Skills Test’. The skills test will test elements of everything taught during
the course. With the skills test complete, you will be a qualified private pilot! So what are
you waiting for?

Ground Tuition
As part of your EASA Private Pilot’s Licence a minimum of 120 hours ground school is
recomended to complete the nine written examinations. Previously studying for these
exams was left solely to student on home study. At Phoenix we have created a classroom
enviroment with dedicated ground instructors to help you through the process, making
your ground studies as fun as your flying.
However the ground tuition for theoretical exams is completely optional as it does involve

PPL Subjects Include:
• Air Law
• Aircraft General Knowledge
• Flight Planning & Performance
• Human Performance & Limitations
• Meteorology
additional tuition fees. Details of the
tuition fees can be found on our ‘Price
List’ document.
The classroom courses can be stand
alone or combined with the exam sitting.
We believe combining a day’s ground
school with the written examination is
the most effective way to complete the
sometimes challenging theory exams.

• Navigation
• Operational Procedures
• Principles of Flight
• Radio Communications
+ Practical RT Course & Exam

Full day courses are available upon request; the day will start at 9:00, a lunch break at
12:00, and the day concluding at 16:00. You’ll have the choice as to whether you would
like to sit the exam there and then, or on a day that would be more convenient for you.

Medical Certificate
Before you conduct your first solo helicopter
flight during the PPL course, you must hold an
Aviation Class 2 medical certificate. The Class
2 medical assessment must be conducted by
an aviation medical examiner also know as an
AME.
The idea of the medical assessment is to
evaluate an individuals medical fitness to
captain an aircraft. The level of medical
fitness required isn’t anything extraordinary, and most people have no issues obtaining their
certificate. It’s a common misconception that pilots must have 20/20 vision or must be
athletically fit, so don’t let any preconceived ideas put you off!

How can I find out where my local Aviation Medical
Examiner is?
A full list of the UK’s aviation medical examiners can be found on
the CAA website. There is also a postcode search facility to help
you find the closest examiner.

What is a Class 1 medical certificate?
A class 1 medical certificate is a slightly stricter medical assessment that enables an
individual to be deemed physically fit to captain an aircraft for commercial operations. We
recommend anyone interested in becoming a commercial pilot (CPL) undertakes a class
1 medical examination to ensure they are physically able before investing too much time
and money on their training.

What can I do after the PPL?
Self-Fly Hire
After completing your PPL you will be able to hire helicopters from the school, flying for your
own leisure. On these ‘private flights’ you will be able to take friends and family up with you,
sharing your passion for flying. We have many recommended locations for our PPL pilots to
visit.

Fly-In Trips
Here at Phoenix we like to create a club atmosphere across both branches. Every year
we arrange various social events such as the Xmas dinner and BBQs at each branch. We
also like to arrange helicopter trips. These helicopter trips are attended by students flying
with instructors, as well as PPL graduates hiring aircraft from the school. Some of the most
popular trips include Wales Mountain Flying, trips to France, and a variety of helicopter
museum trips.

Additional Training Flights
It’s always a good idea to fly with an instructor every so often to keep your skill levels high.
Many PPL graduates will book instructional flights in between flying on their own to push
their flying to the next level. Learning to fly into the London Control Zone is a popular post
PPL training course for many of our pilots.

Type Ratings
After completing the PPL an individual will receive a license for life, certifying him/her to fly
the type of helicopter they conducted their PPL on. To fly additional types, you will need to
conduct a Type Rating training course and a short skills test. Learning to fly different types
of helicopter can be great fun.

Training to become a Commercial Pilot
After completing the PPL course any pilot wishing to become a Commercial Pilot must build
their total hours to 155 hours before conducting a 35-hour commercial pilots course. During
the hour building stage either the CPL or ATPL theory exams must be completed. For more
information on becoming a CPL pilot please pick up our CPL handout or visit our website.

How to get started?
If you haven’t had a chance to have a trial lesson before, we recommend you try one.
Getting to experience flight in a helicopter usually has the ‘marmite effect’, you’re either
going to absolutely love it… or not!
Once you’ve experienced the thrill of a trial lesson, you can either book a meeting with one
of the instructors to answer any final questions or you can book in your first lesson. Typically,
students start off by purchasing our introduction pack which includes 5 hours training in the
R22 and a FREE 20min taster in the R44. Please see our ‘Price List’ for pricing options.
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